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The BUP Flagship 
The Baltic University Programme is one of the Flag-
ships of the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region 
(EUSBSR), with the task to enhance cooperation 
among institutions of higher education in the Baltic 
Sea Region. This autumn the traditional Baltic Uni-
versity Programme Students’ Conference will take place in new sur-
roundings, as we this year will have the opportunity to participate in 
the Annual Forum of the EUSBSR which is organized in Vilnius in No-
vember. This is a unique opportunity for students to be involved in 
discussions regarding the Baltic Sea Region’s as well as their own 
future.  

The impact of the activities of a Flagship like the Baltic University 
Programme is difficult to measure over time and for the region. One 
way to estimate impact is to show numbers. We calculate that today 
close to 200,000 students and more than 1,500 teachers and re-
searchers have participated in Baltic University Programme courses, 
projects, competence development and other activities organized 
during the past years. With these numbers I can argue that Baltic 
University Programme network does play a considerable role in re-
gional cooperation and integration in the Baltic Sea Region. In addi-
tion there are the results of many projects, learning materials and 
methods, and internationalization, for which the impact is not really 
measurable in numbers.  

To our ongoing activities we count a high number of courses given at 
universities all over the Baltic Sea Region. These courses are pro-
duced in a large cooperation and have their focus on regional sus-
tainable development (see our web: www.balticuniv.uu.se). Other 
current activities are the course on Maritime Spatial Planning for Pro-
fessionals (September-October), the first Baltic University Pro-
gramme course for PhD-students in October and the BUP Teachers’ 
Training on Education for Sustainable Development in Turku in No-
vember.  

This autumn we welcome the new chair of the Baltic University Pro-
gramme international board, prof Roland Roberts, and express our 
gratitude to the leaving chair, prof Kerstin Sahlin. The next board 
meeting will be in December, where one of the topics on the agenda 
will be the next Baltic University Programme Rectors Conference, 
which is planned for October 2014.  
 

Paula Lindroos 
Director 



 

Upcoming Events 

October 
27 –30 PhD Students Workshop / Training, Rogów, Poland. 
28—31 Maritime Spatial Planning for Professionals: Part 4, Seminar. Malmö, Sweden 

 

November 

5—6 Nordic and BUP Seminar on Sustainability: 
 Competences for Learning and Education for Sustainability (ESD) in Higher  

 Education. Turku, Finland 
10—12  BUP Students’ Autumn Conference. Side event at the: 
 4th Annual Forum of the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region. Vilnius, Lithuania 

 

December 
6 BUP Board Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden 

 

2014 

May 

17—24 SAIL for Teachers (preliminary) 

 

August 
18 — 1 September. Summer course: SAIL for Students (preliminary) 

 

 

Note: The dates for the events may change. 

For further and latest information on the upcoming events please see the BUP Calendar and 
List of Events.  

Programmes, presentations and other materials from earlier BUP events are possible to 
download from the Presentations section of the web site. 
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An Educational SAIL 
Teaching for a Sustainability Future 

Kristina Börebäck, Cemus Research School (Cefo) 
Gloria L. Gallardo Fernández, Cemus Research School (Cefo) 

 

Researchers and teachers in higher education from different dis-
ciplines and universities from the Baltic region had the oppor-
tunity to sail on board the brig-rigged sailing ship Fryderyk 

Chopin during some wonderful days in May (17-24). On board, 
roles were reversed and it was we, researchers and teachers, 
from more than 12 countries, that were instructed, by young 
people, often self-taught in sailing, us acting as their ship’s lads. 
Already this was a challenge. To sail was another as it is highly 
physical and requires other skills than those we use as re-
searchers and teachers. For some of us, one of the most excit-
ing experiences was climbing up on the masts and out on the 
yards to the sails watching the surrounding open sea without 
land and realizing how small and vulnerable we are in this envi-
ronment.  

The combination of physical collaboration in the sailing situation 
and the intellectual exchange during the workshops formed an 
interesting combination for learning. One of the participating 
teachers wrote this in the evaluation that summarize the trip in 
a very positive way. 

“An excellent idea of sharing experience, different points of 
view, interpretations by teachers of different backgrounds, from 
different countries, in different age. The sea changed the per-
spective totally and made this meeting unforgettable. It was a 
unique, unusual, fantastic time and an opportunity for personal 
development” (from the summary of evaluation) 

In advance, thematic groups were set up by the course coordi-
nators. These groups were responsible for one workshop each in 
which the theme-group members presented their own research; 
the pluralities of research angles, various perspectives and the 
multiply of disciplines, made these presentations most fruitful. 
Each group had previously to make acquaintance with the other 
group mates, find out what kind of research they were working 
with and enable a common workshop. In our group, the partici-
pants were a Polish marine biologist, a Chilean sociologist, a 
Swedish environmental pedagogue and a Russian economist. 
Each of the groups did their own variation of workshop, none of 
them was equal to the next; making all the workshops highly 
exciting for all of us. 

One of the most active and instructive workshops was the one 

Gloria Gallardo at sea. 

Teachers on the yards 

Kristina Börebäck and colleagues on deck. 



that had the purpose to improve education for sustainability by 
giving concrete suggestions. The results aimed to be in practice 
in a planned education for sustainability at one of the participat-
ing universities. Shaped as multiple meeting platforms, each 
group with one issue had the task to list suggestions and then 
rapidly split into new groups. The last person coming to a new 
meeting-platform was responsible to lead the new meeting and 
of the notes, and so on until the round was complete for all the 
participants. This way, every theme had the suggestions from 
the individuals of all groups. The resulting suggestion lists were 
amazingly rich in examples on how to improve sustainability or 
sustainability education, representing also the rich background of 
disciplines, research specialization and countries. 

On the third day, we arrived in Visby where our sailing trip end-
ed, but the rest continue back to Gdansk, in Poland, were we had started our sail. In Visby 
representatives from (the former) Gotland College (now Uppsala University Campus Gotland) 
met us and we had a guided tour of their localities and they gave us presentations on their 
educational and research activities. During the presentations, we found several ways to coop-
erate in different teaching activities and perhaps enable research collaborations in the future. 
Though the wind was calm and the sails slacken, the creative intellectual winds in the group 
set the sails on top for the Baltic University Program Teachers Training.  

Summa sumarum: This international teachers training combined with sailing was an excellent 
alternative to intellectual and manual work that literally had all of us on board. 

 

 

Editor’s note: Due to the success of SAIL for Teachers we would like to repeat it next year – 
the tall ship "Fryderyk Chopin" is already booked for the 17-24 of May, 2014, and we hope for 
continuous financial support for our plans from the authorities of Uppsala University.  

The summer course SAIL for Students went in August this year from Szczecin, Poland to Ber-
gen, Norway. A new SAIL course is planned for next year and "Fryderyk Chopin" will sail with 
our students and teachers from Gdynia to Szczecin, Poland, from 18th August to 1st Septem-
ber, 2014. 
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At Gotland University, nowadays Uppsala Universi-
ty Campus Gotland. 



MSP Course for Professionals in BUP 
Magda Matczak, Maritime Institute in Gdańsk 

 

The vision of education in Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) has taken 
shape in the hearts of Baltic enthusiasts from many years. Jacek Zau-
cha (Maritime Institute in Gdansk) developed and pushed the idea with-
in the VASAB 2010 community and joined forces in 2012 with Andrea 
Morf from Gothenburg University. In 2013 the vision finally came true - 
organised by the Baltic University Programme (led by Paula Lindroos) 
the professional Marine Spatial Planning education was launched. A 
group of MSP scholars: Jacek Zaucha, Andrea Morf, Lars Emmelin 
(Blekinge Institute of Technology) and Gonçalo Carneiro (World Mari-
time University) developed the outline and programme of the course 
and the idea got off the ground. 

This course is directed to professionals from agencies responsible for 
MSP in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR), to NGOs and consulting companies 
active in this field and also to Master Students with special interest in 
MSP. 

The objective of this course is to enhance the theoretical and practical 
proficiency of current and future MSP professionals and to bring mari-
time spatial planners together and establish a professional network of 
planners and other MSP professionals in the region. Such a network is 
considered paramount for the adequate and harmonised implementa-
tion of MSP in the BSR. 

The course is a mixture of distance learning and 2 stationary seminars. 
Completed course assignments and active participation will be rewarded 
by an official diploma. 

All together 21 students from 9 countries entered the course and gath-
ered in Poland for a first seminar - 3 days of exhausting work between 
23-25 of September. 

Lectures led to discussions on such matters like MSP policy and legal 
basis, complexity of the sea and functioning of its ecosystem, and MSP 
developments in the BSR. The participants had also chance to work in 
groups and discuss key Baltic stakeholders and uses, like nature conser-
vation, energy, shipping, coastal and offshore infrastructure, mining and 
mineral extraction. On the last day the supporting tools and techniques 
like MARXAN and SAGA applications were presented, followed by SEA 
considerations. The activities were led by key MSP experts in the Re-
gion e.g. Charles Ehler (MSP founder), Haitze Siemers (responsible for 
EU draft directive on MSP), Andrzej Cieślak (Co-chair of the HELCOM 
VASAB MSP working group), Nico Nolte (author of the first maritime 
spatial plan for EEZ), and many other resource persons. 

Now it’s time for a distance homework - a planning exercise of a  
fictional marine area in the Baltic. Let us wish them a good luck! 

... People from around a sea basin dis-

cussing and studying together and 

learning from each other in order to 

find ways to manage their seas in a 

respectful and long-term sustainable 

way, working and having a good time 

together… 

Andrea	Morf	
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Prof. Lars Emmelin. 

Participants group work. 

Prof. Charles Ehler. 



Northern Water Problems Institute  
Teachers and Researchers Visit to Sweden 

Lilya Kabanova (with a little help from Arkady Terzhevik) 

 

On 6-13 July 2013, a group of scientists from the Northern Water 
Problems Institute, Karelian Scientific Centre, Russian Academy of Sci-
ences, and school teachers from Petrozavodsk visited Uppsala to take 
part in the international school-workshop “Development of the interna-

tional co-operation – science and education for sustainable develop-

ment”. First days we spent at the Erken Biological Station (EBS), which 
is located at the shore of Lake Erken and is worth of a separate story. 
Professor Kurt Pettersson, a long-time EBS director, organized a short 
excursion for us to give a picture about station and its present activi-
ties and then continued in a lecture hall to tell about research history 
of EBS. The Russian scientists and teachers also presented their 
achievements and ideas on possible ways of cooperation in research 
and education. 

To learn more on studies of aquatic resources in Sweden, we attended 
the Institute of Coastal Research in Öregrund. Its director Dr. Teija 
Aho told us about main activities of the institute, i.e. monitoring of the 
coastal areas, the development of specific data bases, consulting for 
public and private organizations involved into the use of water re-
sources, and demonstrated different laboratories. Afterwards, we had 
a nice opportunity to see how beautiful the small town of Öregrund is. 

The most interesting was our visit to University of Uppsala, which is 
the oldest in Sweden. The main building produces an unforgettable im-
pression with its majesty. First we attended the Limnology and Geosci-
ence departments where we received a lot of useful information on 
toxicological and climatological studies in the Baltic region. Finally we 
reached the premises of the Baltic University Programme secretariat. 
Here, we were hospitably met by Maria Hejna and Lars Rydén (for a 
long time, Lars was a BUP director, and his activity – currently as Di-
rector Emeritus – is still amazing). They had prepared an exhibition of 
books published by BUP for those who are interested in ecological edu-
cation. They also told us about the main programs currently working 
under the BUP umbrella, and demonstrated how one can cultivate re-
gard to environment in different audiences by simple means. In the 
end, we had a long discussion on subjects related to ecological educa-
tion, and Maria and Lars presented us with some books from the BUP collection. 

Our thanks are adressed to Christian Andersson, who – together with Larisa Nazarova – thor-
oughly prepared all details of our visit to Sweden and took care of us at every moment. Note-
worthy to mention is all our walks with him along historical places and streets, which remem-
ber Carl Linnaeus, Anders Celsius, Ingmar Bergmann, and many others. We also thank all 
people who hosted us during this visit. 

The coast steamer Norrtelje in the city of 
Norrtälje near lake Erken. 

Professor Kurt Pettersson at Erken  
Biological Station 

Group members at the Department of 
Geoscience, Uppsala University 
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The White (Beloe) Sea – A Sister of the Baltic Sea 
Tatjana Regerand, Karelian Research Center Russian Academy of Sciences 

Risto Kalliola, Division of Geography, University of Turku, Finland 
Photo: Risto Kalliola 

 

The Northern Water Problems Institute of Karelian Research Cen-
ter Russian Academy of Sciences organized in the Republic of Ka-
relia, Russia, an international seminar on 3-6 August 2013 with 
title “Transboundary watershed territories: Finland and Russia – 

White Sea watershed”. The seminar was especially targeted for 
young scientists.  

The main idea of the seminar was the training of young scientists, 
the exchange of the sea research experience and the planning of 
future joint research among different scientific institutions. Stu-
dents, post-graduate students, young scientists and their supervi-
sors were invited to the seminar to tell about their research on 
seas, lakes, rivers climate and landscapes.  

The group met in the city of Petrozavodsk at Lake Onega in the 
Republic of Karelia. From there the trip started in early morning 
as an eight hour long bus ride to the north, to the village of Chupa 
at the end of a small branch of the Kandslaksha Bay of the White 
Sea. From there the trip further continued by a three hours long 
ride to the island of Sonostrov onboard the research vessel 
“Ekolog”. The vessel also provided accommodation for half of the 
team in Sonostrov, whilst the other half was accommodated in the 
cottages on the island. 

The weather was wonderful, the sea calm during these days and 
many participants succeeded to spot Beluga whales and also seals 
in the water. Medusas were abundant in the water but seabirds 
were fewer than many expected. There were groups of people and 
tents in many beautiful shores, early August being peak holiday 
season. 

Compared to the Baltic Sea, the coastal landscapes looked rather 
familiar to at least Finns, since the hilly shores in this part of the 
White Sea are bedrock dominated and covered by coniferous for-
ests. However, there was a peculiar detail as compared to the 
typical Baltic shores. A brown stripe near the water surface indi-
cated strong tidal fluctuations.  

The scientific seminar took  place in the premises of the Belmo-
tour company that is operating on the Sonostrov Island. We made 
excursions to see the coastal landscapes in the region as well as 
the sea farming plants of mussels and rainbow trouts. We were 
guided by Mr. Pozin Alexander, a member of the Belomor biotech-
nology cluster directors Union. He talked about the backgrounds 
of the organization of Belomorsky biotechnological cluster and the 

Tatjana Regerand guiding seminar participants 
onboard the ship “Ekolog”. 

The research vessel “Ekolog” at the shore of  
Sonostrov Island. In the foreground a sand split 
formation (tombolo) that is under water during the 
high tide. 

Beluga whale watching 
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perspectives of its development. He also invited young scien-
tists to take part in the research of these or any other kind of 
other scientific issues in the island. 

The next day was devoted to the seminar’s scientific program. 
Presentations covered a broad range of topics from hydrology, 
hydrophysics, hydrochemistry, hydrogeoecology, geoecology, 
hydrobiology, landscape investigations and themes connected 
with them. We had 28 participants and 15 presentations. 

Although only a few of these presentations dealt directly with 
the White Sea, the similarity of the Baltic Sea and the White 
Sea was often referred to in discussions. Both are marginal 
seas of the Atlantic; separated from it by a neck-like shallow 
strait and having both a major open sea basin and a few deep 
gulfs. The coastline is always near even in pelagic areas and 
the input of terrestrial waters from the large drainage basins is 
significant. However, there also some clear differences between 
these two seas, such as a layer of arctic waters at the bottom 
of the White Sea as well as its higher salinity level and the al-
ready mentioned strong tidal fluctuations. To appreciate all 
these details and to discuss about them was a good experience 
to all participants of this interesting seminar. 

 

The presentations at the seminar were:  

• Structure of soluble and insoluble admixture transport in 
the rotating flow. Stepanova E.V., Pokazeev K.V., Chaplina 

T.O.(A. Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS and 
Physical faculty of the Moscow University) 

• Breeze circulation in Lithuanian coast. Skyraitë Simona 

(Vilnius University, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Lithuania) 

• Possible influence of anthropogenic factors on elements 
of aquatic balance of watershed of the White Sea. Myasnikova 

N.A., Karpechko Yu.V. (Northern Water Problems Institute Ka-
relian Research Centre of RAS) 

• Calculation of the thermohydrodynamic characteristics of the White Sea on the three 
dimension model. Chernov I.A., Tolstikov A.V. (Institute of Applied Mathematical Studies Ka-
relian Research Centre RAS and Northern Water Problems Institute Karelian Research Centre 
of RAS) 

• Dissolved oxygen and phytoplankton in shallow snow-ice covered lakes: direct and 
inverse connections with hydrophysical processes. Terzevik Arkady (Northern Water Problems 
Institute Karelian Research Centre of RAS) 

• Changes in the biomasses of the dominant mesozooplankton species in the Archipelago 
Sea in 1991–2011. Katja Mäkinen, Ilppo Vuorinen (Archipelago Research Institute, University 
of Turku, Finland) 

 

Exploring the tidal shores of the White Sea. 

Mr. Pozin Alexander telling about blue mussel far-
ming 
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• Lysosomal glycosidases in adaptive responses of the edible mussel Mytilus edulis L. to 
varying conditions of the environment. Vdovichenko E.A., Vysotskaya R.U., Bakhmet I.N 

(Institute of biology Karelian research centre of RAS) 

• Determination of selenium in the surface waters, located in the Archangelsk region. 
Bakhmetova Yu.A., Evdokomova V.P. (Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Institute of Natu-
ral Sciences and Biomedicine) 

• Distribution of the biogenic elements (oxygen, phosphorus and silicon) in the White Sea 
and the Barents Sea. Trifonova A.N., Efremova O.P., Popova L.F., Korobizuna Yu.S. (Northern 
(Arctic) Federal University, Institute of natural sciences and biomedicine) 

• Using shungit for water treatment. Kulick N.V., Borodulina G.S. (Northern Water Prob-
lems Institute Karelian Research Centre RAS) 

• Human pressure and impact in coastal areas. Risto Kalliola (Division of Geography Uni-
versity of Turku, Finland) 

• Water object of the Solovetsk archipelago: natural and historical peculiarities, estima-
tion of the esthetics meaning. Khvostova A.V., Rudaleva A.S. (Northern (Arctic) Federal Uni-
versity, Institute of natural sciences and biomedicine) 

• Water resources management in the Republic of Karelia and in Lithuania: what is the 
same, what is different? Steponënaitë Loret (Mykolas Romeris University, Vilnius, Lithuania) 

• Ecological condition of Arctic soils. Popova L.F., Korobizuna Yu.S., Efremova O.P., Tro-

fimova A.N. (Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Institute of natural sciences and biomedi-
cine) 

• Environmental effects of the drill cuttings discharge on the Sakhalin shelf. Chebanova 

M.K.,  Zyryanov V.N. (Institute of Water Problems of Russian Academy of Sciences 

Moscow) 

• Navigable canals in Russia. Martynov V.L. (Herzen State Pedagogical University of Rus-
sia, St. Petersburg) 
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Short News 

New Chairman of the BUP Board 

Prof. Roland Roberts has been appointed as new chairman in the BUP board by 
Uppsala  
University's Vice-chancellor Eva Åkesson. Prof. Roberts comes from the Depart-
ment of Earth Science / Geophysics at Uppsala University.  

Competences for Learning and Education for Sustainability (ESD) in 

Higher Education 

The seminar will take place in Turku, 5—6 November 2013 and deal with the 
challenges regarding education for sustainability in higher education: Interdi-
sciplinary, problem based dialogues, active learning environments and ex-
pected learning outcomes. Our goal is to support Nordic and international 
networking, student’s involvement and coherent action oriented competence development for 
sustainability. 

The organizer will be able to cover the costs for a few teachers from each country within the 
BUP network. The national centres are responsible for the selection of the BUP-quota partici-
pants. Please indicate your interest to your national centre director as soon as possible, dead-

line 15.10 2013. 

The seminar hosted by Åbo Akademi University will consist of lectures and workshops. 

For more information please see the BUP Finland web site. 

New BUP Student Representatives 

There are also two new student representatives in the BUP board. They are: 

• Caroline Norman is currently studying sociotechnical systems engineering 
at Uppsala University.  
 

• Marek Szponik is studying economics in Poznan.  

They will both do their best to be a link between the students and the board. 

BUP Annual Report 2012 

The BUP Annual Report for 2012 is published and possible to download (pdf-
format). The report among other interesting contents has an intervju with Prof. 
Lars Emmelin the director of the national Swedish BUP centre at Blekinge  
Institute of Technology in Karlskrona. 

Short News 
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Subscribe and Unsubscribe 

The BUP Newsletter publishes materials on the BUP, BUP activities and on sustainable  
development in the Baltic Sea Region. The newsletter is published four times per year and 
distributed by e-mail through the BUP mailing-list. Contributions are most welcome, please 
contact the editor. 

 

How to subscribe or unsubscribe to the BUP Newsletter 
If you want to unsubscribe from the BUP mailing-list you may send an e-mail to:  
BALTICUNIVERSITY@lists.uu.se. In the subject line you write: unsubscribe balticuniversi-

ty.  

To subscribe you instead write subscribe balticuniversity in the subject line. 

Or, better, if you want to subscribe or unsubscribe to the mailing-list send an e-mail to  
Magnus Lehman at the BUP secretariat and he will help you. 

BUP Students Autumn Conference 2013 

This year’s Students’ Autumn Conference will be organised as a side event 
at the EUSBSR meeting in Vilnius. The meeting is the 4th Annual Forum of 

the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region the 11-12 November 2013. The 
BUP students will however meet already the 10th November. 

Students' applications should be sent to the BUP national centers as soon as 
possible but no later than 10th of October. For more information and appli-
cation form please see the BUP web site. 
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Carpe Autumnalis 

(Enjoy the autumn) 


